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Abstract This paper is the first part of a two-part study that aims to retrieve aerosol particle size distribution
(PSD) and refractive index from the multispectral and multiangular polarimetric measurements taken by the
new-generation Sun photometer as part of the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET). It provides theoretical
analysis and guidance to the companion study in which we have developed an inversion algorithm for
retrieving 22 aerosol microphysical parameters associated with a bimodal PSD function from real AERONET
measurements. Our theoretical analysis starts with generating the synthetic measurements at four spectral
bands (440, 675, 870, and 1020nm) with a Unified Linearized Vector Radiative Transfer Model for various
types of spherical aerosol particles. Subsequently, the quantitative information content for retrieving aerosol
parameters is investigated in four observation scenarios, i.e., I1, I2, P1, and P2. Measurements in the scenario (I1)
comprise the solar direct radiances and almucantar radiances that are used in the current AERONET operational
inversion algorithm. The other three scenarios include different additional measurements: (I2) the solar
principal plane radiances, (P1) the solar principal plane radiances and polarization, and (P2) the solar almucantar
polarization. Results indicate that adding polarization measurements can increase the degree of freedom
for signal by 2–5 in the scenario P1, while not as much of an increase is found in the scenarios I2 and P2.
Correspondingly, smallest retrieval errors are found in the scenario P1: 2.3% (2.9%) for the fine-mode
(coarse-mode) aerosol volume concentration, 1.3% (3.5%) for the effective radius, 7.2% (12%) for the effective
variance, 0.005 (0.035) for the real-part refractive index, and 0.019 (0.068) for the single-scattering albedo. These
errors represent a reduction from their counterparts in scenario I1 of 79% (57%), 76% (49%), 69% (52%), 66%
(46%), and 49% (20%), respectively. We further investigated those retrieval errors over a variety of aerosol
loading and fine-/coarse-mode prevalence, which indicates that observations in scenario P1 can yield the
retrieval of refractive index and single-scattering albedo for both fine and coarse aerosol modes, when aerosol
optical depth at 440nm is larger than 0.2 and 870/1020nm Ångström exponent ranges between 0.7 and 1.6.

1. Introduction

Atmospheric aerosols play a crucial role in global climate change. They affect Earth’s energy budget directly by
scattering and absorbing solar and terrestrial radiation and indirectly through altering the cloud formation,
lifetime, and radiative properties [Haywood and Boucher, 2000; Ramanathan et al., 2001]. However,
quantification of these effects in current climate models is fraught with uncertainties. The global average of
the aerosol effective radiative forcing was estimated to range from �0.1 to �1.9Wm�2 with the best
estimate of �0.9Wm�2 [Boucher et al., 2013], indicating that the cooling effects of aerosol might counteract
the warming effects of 1.82±0.19Wm�2 caused by the increase of carbon dioxide since the industrial
revolution [Myhre et al., 2013]. The climate effects of aerosol particles depend on their geographical
distribution, optical properties, and efficiency as cloud condensation nuclei. Key quantities pertain to the
aerosol optical, and cloud-forming properties include particle size distribution (PSD), chemical composition,
mixing state, and morphology [Boucher et al., 2013]. While the daily aerosol optical depth (AOD) can be well
measured from current satellite and ground-based remote sensing instrumentations [e.g., Holben et al., 1998;
Kaufman et al., 2002], the accurate quantification of aerosol radiative effects is in no small part hindered by
our limited knowledge about the aerosol PSD and refractive index (describing chemical composition and
mixing state). To fully understand the role of aerosol particles in global climate change, further development
in observations along with retrieval algorithms for these aerosol microphysical properties from different
platforms is thus highly needed [Mishchenko et al., 2004], and the focus of this two-part series study is the
characterization of aerosol properties from ground-based passive remote sensing.
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There have been continuous efforts in determining aerosol microphysical properties from ground-based
measurements of solar radiation since Ångström [1929] first suggested an empirical relationship between
the spectral dependency of extinction coefficients and the size of aerosol particles. Curcio [1961] inferred
the aerosol PSD from particulate extinction coefficients in the visible and near-infrared regions. With the
effective numerical inversion technique developed by Phillips [1962] and Twomey [1963], a number of
studies soon explored the use of either spectral attenuations or scattered radiances (in a small range of
scattering angles) to determine the aerosol PSD [Twomey and Howell, 1967; Yamamoto and Tanaka, 1969;
Dave, 1971; Grassl, 1971; Herman et al., 1971; King et al., 1978] or the use of both [Shaw, 1979; Nakajima
et al., 1983; Kaufman et al., 1994]. The first operational retrieval algorithm for aerosol microphysical
properties was introduced by Nakajima et al. [1996], when the automatic scanning spectral radiometer was
deployed in the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) [Holben et al., 1994, 1998]. All of above mentioned
studies treated aerosol particles as homogeneous spheres and with refractive index assumed a priori,
though the refractive index can highly impact the optical characteristics, especially the scattering [Hansen
and Travis, 1974]. Tanaka et al. [1982, 1983] developed an inversion library method to estimate the
complex refractive index and PSD simultaneously from measurements of polarized sky radiances. Another
concept for determining refractive index from solar radiances was developed by Wendisch and von
Hoyningen-Huene [1994] and Yamasoe et al. [1998], which were based on the fact that sensitivities of
scattered radiances to the PSD and those to the refractive index are dominated on different scattering
angular regions. The current AERONET operational inversion algorithm was developed by Dubovik and
King [2000], which has heritage from King et al. [1978] and Nakajima et al. [1983, 1996] but was
implemented for simultaneous retrieval of PSD and complex refractive index with sophisticated inclusion
of multiple a priori constraints. Dubovik et al. [2002, 2006] further implemented the spheroids in the
particle shape consideration for desert dust and added fractional volume of nonspherical particles to the
inversion products.

AERONET collects not only the multispectral and multiangular radiance observations but also the state of
light polarization from various viewing angles over many sites. Unfortunately, the potential value of
AERONET polarization measurements in retrieving aerosol microphysical parameters has not been fully
exploited. Polarization measurements contain valuable information about aerosol microphysical properties
[Mishchenko and Travis, 1997; Cairns et al., 1997], as the polarization of light is highly sensitive to the
aerosol size and refractive index [Hansen and Travis, 1974]. Several studies have emphasized the usefulness
of the polarimetric observations taken by the ground-based instruments [Cairns et al., 1997; Boesche et al.,
2006; Emde et al., 2010; Zeng et al., 2008] and airborne sensors [Waquet et al., 2009; Hasekamp and
Landgraf, 2005; Hasekamp and Landgraf, 2007; Dubovik et al., 2011; Meland et al., 2013]. Vermeulen et al.
[2000] presented a two-step method to retrieve aerosol microphysical properties from polarized radiances:
first, the single-scattering albedo and the natural and polarized phase functions were retrieved from
transmission and almucantar radiances and polarization in the principal plane and second, the aerosol PSD
and refractive index were then derived. With the current AERONET inversion algorithm, Dubovik et al.
[2006] conducted a case study using polarization data in a UAE2 (Unified Aerosol Experiment-United Arab
Emirates) field campaign [Reid et al., 2008]. Li et al. [2009] extended the inversion algorithm of Dubovik
et al. [2006] to include multispectral polarization and demonstrated improved retrievals in the real part of
the aerosol refractive index for fine particles and the fraction of spherical particles. However, questions
regarding the use of AERONET polarimetric observations for retrieving aerosol microphysical parameters
remain unresolved: (1) Practically and quantitatively, what is the magnitude of the information content
that exists in AERONET’s photopolarimetric measurements for improving the retrieval of aerosol
microphysical properties that we now routinely obtain from radiance-only measurements? and (2)
Hypothetically, how can future upgrades to the AERONET photopolarimetric measurements and inversion
algorithm maximize the retrieval information content of AERONET observations? Answering these two
questions is relevant not only to the future AERONET instrumentation design but also for the ground-
based passive polarimetric remote sensing of aerosols in general.

This is the first paper of a two-part study that aims to conduct more accurate retrievals of aerosol
microphysical parameters from AERONET Sun and sky measurements of radiance and polarization. We
seek to answer the above questions from a theoretical numerical testbed [Wang et al., 2014] by
investigating the available information contained in AERONET measurements with and without the
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inclusion of polarization data. The purpose of this investigation is to provide the companion paper a
theoretical foundation to support actual algorithm development for using polarimetric data for aerosol
retrievals [Xu et al. 2015]. The testbed used in this paper integrates linearized single-scattering code for
spherical particles and linearized vector radiative transfer models, as well as statistical optimization
routines. Given the definition of retrieved parameters and observation sets, this testbed can quantify
the information content of the observations in terms of the degree of freedom for signal (DFS) and
retrieval uncertainty for each retrieved parameter. As presented in Wang et al. [2014], the testbed has
been used to study the feasibility of combined geostationary satellites to improve retrieval of aerosol
properties. To date, however, a systematic evaluation of aerosol information content contained in the
ground-based remote sensing system (such as AERONET) has not been carried out and is the focus of
this study.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we describe the concepts of the inverse problem and
information analysis. Then, we introduce the AERONET measurements of radiance and polarization and
their forward simulations in section 3. The results of information content and error analysis are presented in
section 4. In section 5, we investigate the sensitivity of retrieval uncertainties in aerosol parameters with
respect to the aerosol loading and fine/coarse aerosol characteristics. Finally, we summarize in section 6
the general findings of this study and implications for practical algorithm development.

2. Inversion and Information Theory

Let x denote a state vector that contains n parameters to be retrieved (such as PSD parameters and complex
indices of refraction) and y an observation vector with m elements of measurements (such as multiband
radiances from different viewing angles). Furthermore, let F indicate a forward model (such as the
radiative transfer model) that describes the physics of how y and x are related. Then, we have

y ¼ F xð Þ þ ∈∈∈; (1)

where ∈∈∈ represents experimental errors from both forward modeling and measurement processes.The
inverse problem is to solve x from the measurement y. Provided that errors of measurements and the a priori
are characterized by a Gaussian probability distribution function (PDF) and the forward model is linear in the
vicinity of the true state, the maximum likelihood solution of the state vector x̂, also called the retrieval or the
a posteriori derived with the Bayesian approach, is [Rodgers, 2000]

x̂ ¼ xa þ KTS�1
∈ K þ S�1

a

� ��1
KTS�1

∈ y� Kxað Þ: (2)

Here Sa is the error covariance matrix of the a priori xa, representing knowledge of the state before
measurement is made. S∈ is the error covariance matrix of the measurements. K is the m× n Jacobian
matrix comprising derivatives of each observation with respect to each state parameter or ∂F/∂x. The “true
state” of state vector is usually nonunique and also follows a Gaussian PDF with the expected value of x̂
and the error covariance matrix Ŝ given by

Ŝ�1 ¼ KTS�1
∈ K þ S�1

a : (3)

Ŝ describes the statistical uncertainties in retrieved x̂ due to measurement noise, forward modeling
uncertainty, and a priori error [Rodgers, 2000]. The square roots of its diagonals are the 1 sigma uncertainties
of each retrieved parameters. With Ŝ, we can also estimate the uncertainty for any parameter (such as the
single-scattering albedo in this study) that can be fully determined by parameters in x but is not directly
retrieved. If such a parameter is a function defined by ξ = ξ(x), then the uncertainty of ξ is [Rodgers, 2000]

∈ξ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn
i�1

Xn
j¼1

Ŝ i;j
∂ξ
∂xi

∂ξ
∂xj

vuut (4)

The Jacobian matrix K usually serves as a gradient field in the sensitivity analysis and can be a useful indicator
of information. For a linear system in the absence of measurement error, the rank of K indicates independent
pieces of information that can be determined from themeasurements. In practice, error inevitably presents in
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measurements and thus can impact the effective rank. To identify the effective sensitivity of individual
measurement to each retrieved parameter, we define the error-normalized (EN) Jacobian matrix by

eK ¼ S
� 1

2
∈ KS

1
2
a: (5)eK is also called the “prewhitening” by Rodgers [2000]. The superiority of the matrix eKover the matrix K is that it

compares the observation error (S
1
2
∈) with the natural variability of the observation vector as expressed by its

prior covariance (KS
1
2
a). Any component whose natural variability is smaller than the observation error is not

measurable. Therefore, an element eKi;j less than unity indicates that the measurement component yi does not
contain useful information for determining parameter xj. In contrast, wheneKi;j > 1, the larger theeKi;j value, the
more useful information retained in yi for determining xj. Therefore, the eKmatrix provides not only sensitivity
of individual measurements to each retrieved parameter but also a capacity metric for those observations to
infer retrieved parameters.

The averaging kernel matrix has been widely used to quantify the information gained by making a
measurement [e.g., Rodgers, 1998; Hasekamp and Landgraf, 2005; Frankenberg et al., 2012; Sanghavi et al.,
2012]. It is defined by A ¼ ∂x̂=∂x and thus provides the sensitivity of the retrieval to the true state.
Differentiating equation (2) with respect to x, we have

A ¼ ∂x̂
∂x

¼ KTS�1
y K þ S�1

a

� ��1
KTS�1

y K (6)

Matrix A quantifies the ability of the retrieval to infer x̂ given the relationship between y and x (i.e., K) and
given the observation noise and a priori characterization. Thus, an identity matrix of A represents a perfect
retrieval, while a null matrix of A indicates that no information can be gained from the observation. The trace
of A is the degree of freedom for signal (DFS), i.e., DFS = Trace(A), which represents independent pieces of
information that the observation can provide. The diagonal elements of the averaging kernel matrix A, or the
DFS components, indicate the partial sensitivity of each individual retrieved parameters with respect to their
corresponding truth:

Ai;i ¼ ∂x̂ i
∂xi

: (7)

Clearly,Ai;i ¼ ∂x̂ i=∂xi ¼ 1 indicates that the observation is capable of fully characterizing the truth of xi, while
Ai,i=0 indicates that the observation contains zero information on xi. From the formulation of Ŝ andA, we can
conclude that only the error covariance and Jacobian matrix, but not the retrieval, are important for the
purpose of understanding information content.

Other quantities used for information analysis of a measurement include the Shannon information content
(SIC) [Shannon, 1948] and the Fisher information matrix. SIC, a widely used quantity [e.g., Rodgers, 1998;
Knobelspiesse et al., 2012], is defined as the reduction in entropy after the measurement

H ¼ 1
2
ln Saj j � 1

2
ln Ŝ
�� �� ¼ � 1

2
ln ŜS�1

a

�� �� ¼ 1
2
ln In � Aj j; (8)

where In is an identity matrix of order n. Clearly, SIC is highly related to the DFS for the information analysis. In
the Gaussian linear case, the Fisher information matrix is equal to the inverse of a posteriori error covariance
matrix, Ŝ� 1. The retrieval indeed corresponds to the maximum of a posteriori PDF and the minimum of
retrieval error. It is thus straightforward that a higher level of the Fisher information is subject to a smaller
retrieval error. Due to their close relationship with the DFS and Ŝ, we will not present the SIC and Fisher
information analysis in this study.

3. Simulation of Measurements
3.1. AERONET Measurements and Definition of Observation Vector

The Cimel Sun photometer equipped at AERONET sites routinely measures direct and diffuse (sky) solar
radiances and optionally the light polarization [Holben et al., 1998]. A schematic chart and detail scanning
geometry of the Sun photometer are presented in Figure S1 and Table S1 in the supporting information.
Direct Sun radiances at various atmospheric window channels from the ultraviolet to near infrared are
used to infer the spectral AODs with the Beer-Lambert-Bouguer law [Smirnov et al., 2000]. Sky radiance
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measurements, which are performed at 440, 670, 870, and 1020nm bands with full width spectrum at half
maximum of 10 nm, are acquired from both solar almucantar and solar principal plane. An almucantar is a
series of measurements taken at the viewing angle of the Sun for 76 specified relative azimuthal angles
(Table S1). To achieve a wide enough range of scattering angles, almucantar scans are usually made at an
optical air mass of 1.7 or more (corresponding to solar zenith angle larger than ~50°). The principal plane
sequence for each spectrum performs right after almucantar scans. It begins with a Sun observation, moves
6° below the sunray, sweeps up through the Sun, and ends at a scattering angle of 150° or viewing angle
achieves horizon, collecting radiances from up to 42 viewing angles (Table S1). Hereinafter, we will use Ialm
and Ippl to represent the sky radiances from the solar almucantar and solar principal plane, respectively.

Light polarization measurements are performed with three polarizers placed 60° between each axial
direction. The total radiance can be derived by

Ipp ¼ 2
3

I1 þ I2 þ I3ð Þ; (9)

where I1, I2, and I3 are radiance measured with these three polarizers, respectively. The degree of linear
polarization (DOLP) of skylight is inferred by

DOLPpp ¼ 2 I21 þ I22 þ I23 � I1I2 � I2I3 � I3I1
� �1=2

I1 þ I2 þ I3
: (10)

It should be noted that we prefer to use DOLPpp instead of polarized radiance in our inversion, since as a
relative quantity DOLPpp is more accurate. Polarization measurements are made every hour (right after
principal plane scans) at 870 nm in the principal plane at 5° increments between viewing zenith angle of
�85° and +85° (as shown in Figure S1 and Table S1). Polarization measurements are optional depending
on the instrument version and configuration. They are currently available mostly over European and
African stations. Recently, multispectral polarizations have also been taken with a newer-generation Cimel
Sun photometer (CE318-DP) at some sites [Li et al., 2009] and the UAE2 fields campaign [Reid et al., 2008].
Here we focus our study on using multispectral polarizations for the inversion of aerosol parameters.

In order to investigate the merit of synergizing various observations in the inversion, we define four different
scenarios of observation vectors, i.e., I1, I2, P1, and P2, as summarized in Table 1. The observation vector in
scenario I1 comprises direct Sun AODs and solar almucantar radiances (Ialm) at 440, 675, 870, and 1020nm.
Scenario I2 includes measurements in scenario A and the total radiances (IPP) at the same four wavelengths
observed in the solar principal plane. Observations in scenario P1 are defined to further include DOLPPP at
those four wavelengths. Lastly, scenario P2 observations comprise basic measurements in scenario I1 plus
almucantar polarization (DOLPalm) at the same wavelengths. The DOLPalm is not routinely measured by any
current Sun photometer, but we include it for a comparative analysis. Measurements defined in scenario I1
represent observations used by the current AERONET operational inversion and thus serve as a control
experiment. From scenario I2, we can investigate the synergy of radiances in both the solar almucantar and
solar principal plane. Scans in the solar principal plane can achieve larger scattering angles and thus may
contain additional scattering information. And with scenarios P1 and P2 we will be able to evaluate the
potential of adding polarization in the inversion. In addition, we simulate each scenario under various solar
zenith angles from 40° to 75° (with 5° increments) to cover different times of a day.

We exclude Ippl in our analysis because sky radiance in the solar principal plane can also be obtained during
the polarization scan (Ipp). Ippl and Ipp are different in the viewing angle sequences, but they generally share a
similar range of scattering angles. Thus, one is redundant with the other. We also exclude analysis of

Table 1. List of Scenarios of AERONET Observations Used for Information Content Analysis

Scenario Observations Includeda Remark

I1 τ and Ialm Observations used in Dubovik and King [2000] algorithm
I2 τ, Ialm, and Ipp Scenario I1 plus principal plane radiances
P1 τ, Ialm, Ipp, and DOLPpp Scenario I2 plus principal plane polarization
P2 τ, Ialm, and DOLPalm Scenario I1 plus almucantar polarization

aVariables are for four spectral wavelengths, i.e., 440, 675, 870, and 1020 nm.
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monochromatic polarization (at 870 nm), currently measured on many AERONET sites, because single-band
polarization measurements contain much less information than multiband ones and newer-generation
Sun photometers with multiband polarization capacity will be deployed at more AERONET sites. The
specific viewing geometrical angles used in our calculation are shown in bold in Table S1.

3.2. Definition of the State Vector

The state vector x contains 11 pairs (a total number of 22) of parameters characterizing aerosol properties in
the fine and the coarse modes, respectively: the columnar volume concentration V0, the effective radius reff,
the effective variance veff, and the complex refractive index (mr�mii) at 440, 675, 870, and 1020 nm. reff and
veff are two commonly used size parameters in the aerosol radiative quantification, because different types of
size distribution function having the same values of reff and veff possess similar scattering and absorption
properties [Hansen and Travis, 1974]. In line with many studies [Schuster et al., 2006; Hasekamp and
Landgraf, 2005, 2007; Mishchenko et al., 2007; Waquet et al., 2009], we assume that aerosol particles are
spherical particles following a bimodal lognormal PSD function:

dV
dlnr

¼
X2
i¼1

Vi
0ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2π
p

lnσig
exp � lnr � lnriv

� �2
2ln2σig

" #
(11)

where rv and σg are the volume geometric median radius and the geometric standard deviation, respectively.
The superscript i indicates size mode and later is replaced by “f” and “c” to represent a finemode and a coarse
mode, respectively. An advantage of the lognormal distribution is that the standard deviation is identical for
the number, area, and volume PSDs, and therefore, the median radius for the number and area PSDs can be
derived from the volume median radius rv [Hansen and Travis, 1974]. Furthermore, reff and veff can also be
converted to or from those geometric parameters. We assume in this study the size range for fine-mode
particles from 0.01 to 10μm and for the coarse-mode particles from 0.05 to 20μm, both covering> 99.9% of
idealistic aerosol particle size range of (0, +∞).

Table 2 displays size parameters, refractive indices, and single-scattering albedo (ωA) for each size mode
adopted for error and information analysis. The reff and veff of fine-mode particles are chosen to represent
sulfate aerosols at relative humidity of 60% [Drury et al., 2010]. The refractive indices of fine-mode particles
correspond to water-soluble aerosols obtained from OPAC database [Hess et al., 1998], while the coarse
mode is for large spherical particles with refractive index from Patterson et al. [1977] and Wagner et al.
[2012]. We found that these selected aerosol parameters are in good agreement with the climatological
aerosol properties obtained in the companion paper [Xu et al., 2015].

In order to include various atmospheric conditions, we simulate three types of aerosols—each with different
relative percentage between the coarse and fine modes—(I) fine particles dominated, (II) well mixed, and (III)
coarse particles dominated. As listed in Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 1, fine-mode fractions in terms of

Table 2. The Aerosol Parameters Defined for Both Fine and Coarse Aerosol Modesa

Mode reff (μm) veff mr mi ωA

Fine 0.21 (80%) 0.25 (80%) 1.44, 1.44, 1.43, 1.42 (0.15) 0.009, 0.011, 0.012, 0.011 (0.01) 0.95, 0.93, 0.92, 0.91 (0.151)
Coarse 1.90 (80%) 0.41 (80%) 1.56, 1.55, 1.54, 1.54 (0.15) 0.004, 0.003, 0.003, 0.002 (0.005) 0.84, 0.91, 0.93, 0.96 (0.198)

aThe complex refractive index mr�mii and single-scattering albedo ωA are reported at 440, 675, 870, and 1020 nm. Bracketed values are assumed a priori error
in relative for reff and veff and in absolute for mr, mi, and ωA.

Table 3. The Aerosol Scenarios Adopted for Numerical Experimentsa

Aerosol Type V (μm3μm� 2) fmfV τ τ1/τ AE ωA

I. Fine dominated 0.149 0.8 1.0, 0.58, 0.36, 0.25 0.97, 0.95, 0.92, 0.88 1.5 0.95, 0.93, 0.92, 0.91
II. Well mixed 0.220 0.5 1.0, 0.61, 0.41, 0.32 0.90, 0.83, 0.74, 0.65 1.3 0.94, 0.93, 0.92, 0.93
III. Coarse dominated 0.425 0.2 1.0, 0.71, 0.57, 0.50 0.69, 0.55, 0.42, 0.32 0.82 0.91, 0.92, 0.92, 0.94

aValues for τ and ωA are listed respectively for spectral wavelength of 440, 675, 870, and 1020 nm. The AE is reported
between 440 and 870 nm.
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volume (fmfv) are defined as 0.8, 0.5, and 0.2 for
these three types, respectively. Aerosol volumes
are scaled as necessary to maintain a normalized
AOD at 440 nm corresponding to a moderate hazy
condition (τ440 = 1.0). The spectral aerosol optical
depths τ, single-scattering albedo ωA, and the
Ångström exponent (AE) are calculated and also
shown in Table 3.

3.3. Forward Model

The AERONET observations were simulated by a
numerical testbed that was specifically developed
for analysis and inversion of remote sensing
observations [Wang et al., 2014]. The testbed
consists of seven modules for forward calculations
of synthetic observations and a module for

optimal inversion. The forward modeling includes a linearized vector radiative transfer model (VLIDORT), a
linearized Mie code, a linearized T-Matrix code, and modules calculating Rayleigh scattering and gas
absorption, plus a surface model computing various bidirectional reflectance/polarization distribution
functions (BRDF/BPDF). Such forward modeling framework thus constitutes a Unified Linearized Vector
Radiative Transfer Model, or UNL-VRTM. Required inputs for UNL-VRTM are atmospheric profiles (of pressure,
temperature, and gaseous mixing ratio), aerosol vertical profiles, aerosol microphysical parameters (size
distribution and complex refractive index), and surface characterization parameters. Users are allowed to
specify up to two aerosol size modes. Each individual mode is associated with its own loading, vertical
profile, particle size distribution, and complex refractive index.

The VLIDORT model [Spurr, 2008] integrated in the UNL-VRTM allows the simulation of the full vector of
Stokes parameters:

I ¼ I;Q;U; V½ �T: (12)

The degree of linear polarization (DOLP) then can be computed to be consistent with the AERONET
measurements defined in the equation (10):

DOLP ¼ Q2 þ U2
� �1

2

I
: (13)

Along with simulating synthetic observations, i.e., multiband skylight radiances and DOLP reached to the
surface level in both solar almucantar and solar principal planes, the UNL-VRTM also analytically computes
weighting functions (or Jacobian matrix K) of those synthetic data with respect to parameters in the state
vector. The Jacobian matrix and error characterization of measurements and a priori constraints are
supplied to an optimal estimation procedure for information content analysis. The design of the testbed
aims to create a flexible framework to allow simulation and inversion of observations from various
platforms. It can be applied to ground-based observations (such as those from the AERONET) and satellite
observations. For example, we have explored the aerosol information content of observations from the
future Tropospheric Emissions: Monitoring of Pollution and Geostationary Coastal and Air Pollution Events
missions [Wang et al., 2014].

While not as important as that for estimating the upwelling shortwave radiances, accurately characterizing
the surface reflectance and depolarization can minimize the possible error in the simulation of
downwelling radiation. For total reflectance, we parameterize the surface BRDF using the reciprocal-Ross-Li
kernels [Wanner et al., 1995], which are applied in Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) surface retrieval products [Lucht et al., 2000]. These three kernels represent scatterings
respectively from a Lambertian surface, a surface within a dense vegetation canopy, and a surface with
larger gaps between objects accounting for self-shadowing. Amplitude factors for these kernels at
AERONET bands are chosen from MODIS products at Beijing during February 2011 to represent a typical
urban site. We also use a BPDF model introduced by Maignan et al. [2009] for the angular polarized
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Figure 1. Volume size distribution for the aerosol types
adopted for the information analysis. Relevant aerosol
parameters are summarized in the Tables 2 and 3.
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radiance, which was based on the Fresnel coefficients of light reflectance from the surface and fitted to a
satellite senor called Polarization and Directionality of Earth’s Reflectances.

3.4. Errors of Observations and A Priori

As discussed in section 2, the resulting DFS and retrieval error depend on the error specifications for the state
of a priori and for the observations. A realistic uncertainty characterization is thus of crucial importance. We
consider the measurement errors consisting of uncertainties that take place in both of the observation
process and the forward modeling. The uncertainties of AOD and radiance measurements taken by a well-
calibrated Cimel Sun photoemter usually do not exceed 0.01–0.02 and 3–5%, respectively [Holben et al.,
1998, 2006; Li et al., 2008]. For polarization measurements calibrated with the approach of Li et al. [2010],
the uncertainty of DOLP was estimated to be 0.005 for the newer-generation CE318-DP Sun photometer
and 0.01 for the older CE318 generation. In thus study, we conservatively choose absolute error of 0.02 for
AOD and relative uncertainty of 5% for Ialm and Ipp, which are the same as Dubovik et al. [2000]. We set the
absolute uncertainty of DOLP as 0.01 in consistent with Li et al. [2009] and Waquet et al. [2009]. We
consider the forward modeling error incurred by the limited knowledge of surface reflectivity; the
amplitude factor for each BRDF kernel is assumed to have 20% relative uncertainty. However, we ignore
the error in the BPDF because the polarized reflectance of the land surface is usually spectrally invariant
and tends to be smaller than 0.02–0.04 [Nadal and Breon, 1999; Maignan et al., 2009].

As a result, the observation error covariance matrix is defined by

S∈ ¼ Sy þ KbSbKT
b; (14)

where Sy is the error covariance matrix representing the uncertainty occurring in the measuring process, Sb is
the error covariance matrix for spectral BRDF amplitude factors (b), and Kb is the Jacobian matrix of
measurements y with respect to b. Similar to Dubovik et al. [2000], we use zero off-diagonal elements for Sy
by assuming that errors are independent between measurements. Errors for b are also assumed to be
noncorrelated, which gives a diagonal matrix of Sb

As discussed in Dubovik et al. [2000], the surface characteristics appear to have much less effect in AEROENT
retrieval than in satellite retrievals, because AERONET measures downward sky radiances. According to our
simulation, the relative error in radiances incurred by surface BRDF uncertainties is 0.7% by averaging all
Sun photometer observation geometries, with the maximum of about 2% occurring at the near-horizontal

viewing angles. The contribution of the term KbSbKT
b to S∈ in equation (14) is then less than 2% (the

square of 0.7% to the square of 5%).

The uncertainties associated with the a priori knowledge are given in Table 2. We consider that the aerosol
columnar volume concentrations for both modes are unknown with a relative uncertainty of 100%.
Uncertainties for aerosol microphysical parameters are based on aerosol climatology of the companion
paper and are consistent with Dubovik et al. [2002] and Waquet et al. [2009]. As listed in Table 2, the
relative error of reff and veff are 80% for both aerosol modes, and the absolute error is assumed to be 0.15
for mr of both modes, 0.01 for fine-mode mi, and 0.05 for coarse-mode mi. These prescribed a priori
uncertainties give an error of 0.15 and 0.20 for aerosol single-scattering albedo (ωA) of the fine mode and
the coarse mode, respectively. We also assume that the a priori uncertainties are independent between
retrieved parameters by using zero off-diagonal elements for Sa.

4. Results

Following the approach stated in section 3, we have simulated the AERONET photopolarimetric measurements
for those three defined aerosol types. The simulated radiances (Ialm) on the solar almucantar plane and the
degree of linear polarization (DOLPpp) on the solar principal plane are illustrated in Figure 2 for aerosols of
the well-mixed type (Table 3) with solar zenith angle of 55°. These simulations for other aerosol types
(as shown in Figure S2 in the supporting information) and other solar zenith angles are of similar pattern.
According to Figure 2a, Ialm decreases as the scattering angle increases, resulting from forward-dominated
scattering phase function of aerosol particles. The maximum DOLPPP takes place at the scattering angle of
90° as a result of composite effect of Rayleigh and aerosol scattering, while the smaller DOLPPP values
dominate at the small scattering angles because of the predominance of diffracted light (Figure 2b). With
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the synthetic data and relevant error
characterizations, we have computed
the error-normalized (EN) Jacobian
matrix, DFS, and a posteriori error to
evaluate the capacity of AERONET
measurements in inferring aerosol
microphysical properties. Our analysis
mainly focuses on the comparison of
those quantities between measurements
with and without including polarization
so that we can understand the
importance of adding polarization for
the retrieval.

4.1. EN Jacobian Matrix eK
We compare the EN Jacobians for the
Ialm and DOLPPP in both Figures 3 and
4 to explore the importance of DOLPPP
measurements to the retrieval. Distinct
patterns of EN Jacobians can be found
between the DOLPPP and Ialm over
the scattering angle. As shown in
Figures 3a and 4a, the radiance at
scattering angles less than ~10°
decreases with increasing fine-mode
aerosol loading (e.g., negative ∂Ialm/∂V0)
and increases with increasing coarse-
mode aerosol loading (e.g., positive
∂Ialm/∂V0), whereas the sensitivity of the
Ialm to V0 at larger scattering angles is
more positive in the fine mode and less
positive in the coarse mode. This
occurs because large particles scatter
more radiation than small particles at
near-forward scattering angles [van de
Hulst, 1981]. In contrast, the DOLPPP
presents profound sensitivity to the V0
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of aerosol in both modes at the
scattering angles between 45° and 135°
(Figures 3f and 4f).

Furthermore, Ialm and DOLPPP also have
complementary aerosol information
as shown by the variations of their
Jacobians on the spectral wavelength.
For example, the EN Jacobians for Ialm
with respect to the fine-mode V0
express lowest at 440 nm (blue curve
in Figure 3a), but those for DOLPPP at
440 nm (blue curve in Figure 3f) are
largest ones among these four spectral
bands. Indeed, variations of these
sensitivities with wavelength are mainly
determined by the change of size
parameter η, which is defined as the
ratio of the particle size to the applied
spectral wavelength, η=2πreff/λ. The
DOLPPP in scattering angles near 90°
approaches unity under pure Rayleigh
scattering regime where η<< 1. When
the η increases, the value of ∂DOLPPP/∂
V0 decreases and transits into negative
at η~2, reaches negative maxima at
η~10, then increases and slowly
transits back to positive when η is as
large as ~ 40 [Hansen and Travis, 1974].
The magnitude of the η at these four
bands ranges from 3.0 to 1.3 for the
fine-mode particles and from 27 to 11

for the coarse-mode particles. Therefore, we can understand that (i) the sensitivity of DOLPPP to the
fine-mode V0 is positive at 1020nm due to the small size parameter η=1.3 (orange curve in Figure 3f); (ii)
this sensitivity gets weaker at 675 nm to 870nm and transits to negative at 440nm as η increases (Figure 3f);
and (iii) this sensitivity for aerosol in the coarse mode is more negative for longer wavelengths that are
corresponding to smaller values of η.

We also note that sensitivity of the Ialm to PSD parameters dominates for scattering angles less than ~40°
(Figures 3b, 3c, 4b, and 4c), while its sensitivity to mr and mi prevails at larger scattering angles (Figures 3d,
3e, 4d, and 4e). In the near-forward scattering angular regions, the dominant scattering effect is the
diffraction of light, which essentially depends on the size of particles and is independent of the index of
refraction [van de Hulst, 1981; Hansen and Travis, 1974]. The DOLPpp, in contrast, is sensitive to both the
aerosol size and the refractive index at scattering angles from 45° to 135° (Figures 3f–3j and 4f–4j).
Variations of the sensitivity among spectral bands can be explained by the wavelength-dependent size
parameters as discussed in the above paragraph.

Overall, the DOLPPP EN Jacobians have similar or larger magnitudes to these of Ialm, indicating that the
DOLPpp measurements possess equal or larger information for the inversion of these aerosol properties.
Adding such complementary DOLPPP measurements to the current radiance-only inversion can potentially
increase the retrieval accuracy. The magnitude of EN Jacobian elements varies among retrieved
parameters, which leads to the variability of retrieval accuracy. The EN Jacobians with respect to the V0
and reff of both modes and the fine-mode veff and refractive index are larger than those of other
parameters. Correspondingly, these parameters are expected to achieve higher accuracy in the retrieval.
While the maxima in EN Jacobians of Ialm with respect to the coarse-mode refractive index at 870 and
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1020 nm slightly exceed unity (Figures 4d and 4e), larger counterparts for DOLPPP (Figures 4i and 4j) will
likely result in improved retrievals. In contrast, magnitudes of EN Jacobian for both Ialm and DOLPPP with
respect to coarse-mode refractive index at 440 and 675 nm are smaller than unity across the whole
angular range. Adding polarization may not improve the retrieval for coarse-mode refractive index at
those shorter wavelengths in such aerosol scenario. However, the consideration of spectral dependence
of refractive index by using the smoothness constraints will potentially resolve this problem [Dubovik,
2004; Xu et al., 2015].

4.2. Information Content and Retrieval Error

We calculated the averaging kernel matrix A, DFS, and a posteriori error for retrieved parameters from
these four scenarios of observation defined in Table 1. Figures 5a–5c illustrate how the DFS varies with
the solar zenith angles for three defined aerosol types. The DFS in the scenario I2 (red curves) ranges from
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14 to 15 for the fine-dominated aerosol
model, and from 17 to 19 for
other two aerosol models, about 2–3
higher than those using AODs and Ialm
measurements in the scenario I1 (black
curves), indicating that sky radiances
in the principal plane (IPP) contain
additional information. The scenario P1
(green curves), which comprises solar
almucantar sky radiances and principal
plane polarimetric radiances at four
wavelengths, further increases DFS by
1–2. Observations in the scenario P2
(blue curves)—radiance and polarization
in the almucantar plane—yield DFS
values slightly below those in the
scenarios I2 and P1. Therefore, from
Figure 5 we conclude that adding
measurements in the solar principal plane
into the inversion significantly increases
the information content for aerosol
properties, especially when combining
the IPP and DOLPPP. We also note that the
DFS increases with solar zenith angle for
all cases. Observations in larger solar
zenith angle enable a wider range of
scattering angles (Figure 5d) and thus
contain more information on the aerosol
scattering phase function and in turn on
the aerosol microphysical parameters.

We illustrate the DFS components Ai,i in Figure 6 for the V0, reff, and veff and in Figures 7 and 8 for themr and

mi, respectively. Also shown in those figures are the a posteriori errors, which are the diagonal elements of Ŝ
1
2.

It should be noted that errors for V0, reff, and veff are in terms of relative uncertainties (%), while errors in the
mr and mi are absolute quantities. Curves of four different colors in each panel indicate these defined four
observation scenarios and are averages for the three aerosol types. Error bars represent one fifth of the
standard deviations among the three aerosol types (the use of the one-fifth scale is only for plotting
purpose). These error bars thus depict the variability of the DFS component and retrieval error over the
fine-mode fraction (fmfv). Mean retrieval uncertainties averaged over various solar zenith angles are
summarized in Table 4. We discuss these results for each retrieved parameter in detail as following.
4.2.1. Aerosol PSD
Among the 22 elements in the state vector, the V0, reff, and veff describe the aerosol PSD. According to
Figures 6a–6c, observations in the scenario P1 (green curves) always yield the highest DFS components
for inferring PSD parameters in both the fine and coarse modes, followed by observations from the
scenarios I2 (red) and P2 (blue) and lastly the scenario I1 (black). As a consequence, the a posterior
errors are found smallest for the scenario P1 and largest for the scenario I1 (Figures 6d and 6e).
Retrieval errors in the scenario I1 (black curves) are 5–15% for V0, 5–9% for reff, and 20–30% for veff
which vary with solar zenith angles. In contrast, retrieval errors in the scenario P1 (green curves) are
reduced to ~2.5% (3%), 1% (3.5%), and 7% (20%) for the fine (coarse) mode. From observations in the
scenarios P2 and I2, one can retrieve V0, reff, and veff of errors lying between the scenarios I1 and P1,
though slightly larger in the scenario P2. In addition, higher DFS components and smaller retrieval
errors are found for the fine-mode parameters than those for the coarse mode, because radiances and
polarization are, in particular, more sensitive to aerosol parameters in the fine mode as shown in the
contrast between Figures 3 and 4.
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We also note that in the scenario I1,
DFS components for the coarse-mode
parameters decrease with increasing solar
zenith angle, while no obvious trend can
be found for the fine-mode parameters.
This can be explained by the low
sensitivity of the Ialm to the coarse-mode
V0, reff, and veff at large scattering angles
as shown in Figures 4a–4c. Higher
sensitivities occur at scattering angles
below ~30°; the increase in SZA results in
a smaller number of measurements in the
near-forward scattering angular regions
and thus leads to larger retrieval errors.
However, these trends turn to be
weaker or negligible in other observation
scenarios, especially the scenario P1. We
can understand this from two aspects.
First, observations from principal plane can
add additional measurements near the
forward scattering region. Second and
most importantly, the added polarization
measurements in the scenarios P1 and P2
contain additional information that is
independent of the scattering angle
limitation as discussed in section 4.1.

Overall, the increase in DFS components
by adding polarization measurements is

less than 0.1 for retrieving V0, reff, and veff, because radiances alone contain abundant information. The
retrieval accuracy in aerosol PSD from observations of all scenarios exceeds the requirements for better
quantifying aerosol climate radiative forcing identified by Mishchenko et al. [2004]. Even so, the addition of
multiband DOLPPP measurements to the inversion can still yield up to ~70% retrieval error reduction in the
fine-mode and up to ~50% reduction in the coarse-mode aerosol PSD parameters.
4.2.2. Refractive Indices
As shown in Figures 7a and 7b, different magnitudes prevail in the DFS components for themr between fine
and coarse modes and among different observation scenarios. For example, DFS components for aerosols in
the finemode exceed 0.8 at all four wavelengths in the scenario I1, while the counterparts in the coarse mode
approach 0.5 at 1020 nm and are less than 0.2 for the other three wavelengths. This is due to the weaker
sensitivity of almucantar radiances to the coarse-mode mr (as in Figure 4d) comparing to that for aerosol
in the fine mode (as in Figure 3d). In general, adding the DOLPalm, IPP, or both the IPP and DOLPPP in the
inversion increases the DFS components for mr of aerosols in both the fine and the coarse modes.
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Table 4. Error for Retrieved Parameters Among A Priori, A Posteriori, and Glory Characterizationa

Entries

Error in Retrieved Parameters

Errors in Derived ωAV (%) reff (%) veff (%) mr mi

A priori 100/100 80./80. 80./80. 0.150/0.150 0.0100/0.0050 0.151/0.198
Obs. I1 11./9.0 5.5/6.8 23./25. 0.015/0.065 0.0057/0.0038 0.037/0.085
Obs. I2 4.1/5.5 1.8/4.4 10./18. 0.008/0.037 0.0041/0.0032 0.024/0.073
Obs. P1 2.3/2.9 1.3/3.5 7.2/12. 0.005/0.035 0.0033/0.0030 0.019/0.068
Obs. P2 4.9/6.2 1.9/4.9 11./19. 0.009/0.040 0.0044/0.0034 0.026/0.076
Gloryb – 10 40 0.020 – 0.03

aResults of our work are averaged values for three aerosol types and for solar zenith angles from 40° to 75°.
bReferred to Mishchenko et al. [2004].
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Particularly, DFS components achieve the most significant rise in the scenario P1 by climbing to 0.95–1.0 in
the fine mode and to 0.4–0.8 in the coarse mode. Also shown in Figure 7a, an increasing pattern with solar
zenith angles is found in the DFS components for the fine-mode aerosol at larger wavelengths because
stronger sensitivity occurs in larger scattering angles.

As expected, the retrieval of mr can be more accurate by adding additional measurements. According to
Figures 7c and 7d, the a posteriori error in mr averaged on the four spectral bands is ~ 0.015 (0.065) for
aerosols in the fine (coarse) mode from measurements in the scenario I1. In contrast, it is reduced to 0.008
(0.037), 0.005 (0.035), and 0.009 (0.040) in the scenarios I2, P1, and P2, respectively. Retrieval errors in the
coarse-mode mr are larger in shorter spectral wavelengths because of weaker sensitivity to the Ialm and
DOLP. For instance of the scenario P1, it is about 0.06 at 440 nm, 0.035 at 675 nm, and 0.02 at 870
and 1020 nm.

The DFS components for themi are shown in Figures 8a and 8b, and the corresponding retrieval errors inmi

are displayed in Figures 8c and 8d. Similar to those for themr, DFS components for retrieving themi are larger
in the fine mode and show an increasing pattern with the solar zenith angle. Observations in the scenario P1
always yield largest DFS components and smallest retrieval error for themi, followed by the scenarios P2 and
I2. Observations in the scenario I1 offer the mi retrieval with largest error. If averaged on the solar zenith
angles and aerosol types, the retrieval error in the mi is 0.006 (0.004) for aerosol in the fine (coarse) mode
in the scenario I1 and can be reduced to 0.003 (0.003) in the scenario P1.
4.2.3. Single-Scattering Albedo
Aerosol single-scattering albedo ωA is an intermediate rather than a directly retrieved parameter. The error in
ωA can be estimated from Ŝ with equation (4). The ωA for each aerosol mode uniquely depends on the light
wavelength and aerosol microphysical parameters including reff, veff, mr, and mi, although the mi impacts ωA

most significantly [Hansen and Travis, 1974]. Required derivatives of ωA to these parameters in the equation
(4) can be obtained from the linearized Mie code integrated into the UNL-VRTM. We calculated uncertainties
in the ωA for each wavelength and each aerosol type, and the averaged values are summarized in Table 4.
Observations in these four scenarios can retrieve ωA with the uncertainty of 0.037, 0.024, 0.019, and 0.026 for
the fine mode and 0.085, 0.073, 0.068, and 0.076 for the coarse mode, respectively. This agrees with the
conclusion of Hasekamp and Landgraf [2005] that ωA retrieval uncertainty can be reduced by adding
polarization measurements, although only the fine-mode ωA retrieval with polarization involved can meet
the accuracy requirements (0.03) for accurate climate forcing estimates [Mishchenko et al., 2004]. We noted
that the mean uncertainty in the coarse-mode ωA exceeds 0.06 in all of these four scenarios, but higher
accuracy may be achieved under coarse-dominated conditions as shown in the following section. We also
note that our result contradicts with findings in Li et al. [2009] who demonstrated that AERONET polarimetric
measurements have no sensitivity to the imaginary part of the refractive index. This could pertain to the
differences in assumptions of aerosol particle shape: sphere in this study while spheroid in Li et al. [2009].
Dubovik et al. [2006] also found weak sensitivity of polarization to the refractive index of nonspherical particles.

5. Sensitivity of Retrieval Error to AOD and fmfV
The performance of retrieval usually varies with aerosol conditions like the aerosol loading and the
prevalence of aerosol in either the fine or the coarse modes (e.g., fine-mode volume fraction, fmfV). As a
result, uncertainties in aerosol retrievals can depend much more strongly on the AOD than they do on the
properties of an individual aerosol model [Knobelspiesse et al., 2012]. For the same reason, the inversion of
refractive indices and ωA in the current AERONET algorithm is confined to the condition when the 440 nm
AOD is larger than 0.4 [Dubovik et al., 2000; Holben et al., 2006]. Our analysis above, which focused on
three aerosol types by a constant AOD value at 440 nm (τ440 = 1.0), is insufficient to represent variable
global conditions. At the same time, we also found noticeable variability of the DFS components and a
posteriori errors existing among three aerosol types with different fmfV, especially for the coarse-mode
parameters. Thus, it is necessary to investigate how aerosol conditions affect the retrieval error, in order to
answer the following questions: (1) Under what aerosol conditions are the AERONET measurements (with
and without polarization) capable of yielding retrievals with sufficient accuracy? And (2) what aerosol
conditions can allow the retrieval for both fine and coarse aerosol modes simultaneously (hereafter
bimodal retrieval)?
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We expand our analysis for the τ440 ranging from 0.1 to 2.0 and for the fmfV from 0.1 to 0.9. In practice, the
fmfV is inaccessible prior to inversion. Instead, we use the Ångström exponent (AE) from 870 to 1020 nm
together with τ440 to define the aerosol conditions, because the AE in the longer paired wavelength is
highly related to the fmfV [Schuster et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2015] and immediately available from the
AERONET direct Sun measurements. With the aerosol properties defined in Table 2, the fmfV from 0.1 to
0.9 gives AE values from 0.35 to 2.3. We exclude the scenarios of I2 and P2 in our following analysis,
because the scenario P1 demonstrates the most superior performance and is also the focus of our
algorithm development [Xu et al., 2015].

Figures 9a and 9b display the contours of DFS as a function of the AE (or fmfV) and τ440 in the scenarios I1 and
P1, respectively. We found that the DFS decreases with an increasing AE and fmfV for the same AOD. This is
attributed to the fact that the coarse-mode parameters are more difficult to retrieve than their fine-mode
counterparts, restrained by their weaker sensitivities to the Ialm and the DOLPPP. Thus, the decrease in the
coarse-mode fraction significantly reduces the aerosol information for coarse-mode parameters but retains
the information for fine-mode parameters, resulting in decreases in the total DFS. We also notice from
Figure 9a that the DFS increases with an increasing AOD in the scenario I1. However, AOD change has less
impact in the scenario P1 (Figure 9b). For example, the DFS values are lower than 14 when AOD< 0.4 in
the scenario I1, whereas even larger DFS can be found in the scenario P1 when AOD< 0.2. Therefore, we
may expect that the inversion in the scenario P1 will be capable to retrieve aerosol parameters in
conditions of lower aerosol loading and may bring down the τ440 threshold of 0.4 from the current
AERONET inversion algorithm to retrieve the refractive index and ωA. Finally, as indicated in Figure 9c, the
addition of IPP and DOLPPP in the inversion can add two to five pieces of useful information. Such
improvement occurs in all aerosol conditions but is more dominated when enough coarse particles are
present: fmfV< 0.5 (or AE< 1.6), in which the radiance-only inversion usually yields a large retrieval error
for the fine-mode aerosol. The contours of DFS components for each individual retrieved parameter can
be found in Figure S2 in the supporting information.

In Figure 10, we show the contours of the a posteriori error ∈̂ for each individual parameter in the scenarios I1
and P1, respectively. Overall, observations in the P1 scenario offer more accurate retrievals for all of these
parameters in both the fine and the coarse aerosol modes. In both scenarios, the ∈̂ decreases for fine-
mode parameters and increases for coarse-mode parameters with increasing AE (or fmfV) for the same
τ440, indicating that the relative contribution of fine and coarse modes determines the relative information
of each mode. Extreme cases are fmfV of 1 or 0, i.e., the absence of the coarse- or fine-mode aerosols,
which certainly will only allow a monomodal retrieval. Thus, the bimodal retrieval, especially for refractive
indices, requires that aerosols reach certain mixture conditions to contain enough information for both
modes. For example in the scenario I1, while the fine-mode reff can be well retrieved with 5% accuracy
when the fmfV> 0.2 at τ440 of 0.5 (Figure 10b), the fmfV> 0.3 is required to ensure the ∈̂ < 0:02 in the
fine-mode mr (Figure 10d). Comparing to the change of the fmfV, the change of τ440 has less impact on
the ∈̂ of the PSD parameters; this impact occurs in low aerosol loadings. For example, Figure 10f shows
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Figure 9. Contours of DFS as a function of fmfV and AOD in scenarios (a) I1 and (b) P1. (c) The difference of DFS between
Figures 9a and 9b. Simulations are for solar zenith angle of 55°. The top abscissa denotes Ångström exponent (AE).
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that a minimum of ~ 0.4 for τ440 is required in the scenario I1 to guarantee a retrieval error in the fine-mode
ωA less than 0.04 when fmfV> 0.5.

From Figure 10, we can identify required aerosol conditions in terms of the AE and τ440 in order to achieve the
anticipated accuracy h ∈ i, which are summarized in Table 5. Clearly, observations with polarization can

Figure 10. Retrieval uncertainties as a function of fmfV (or AE) and AOD for each individual aerosol parameters in both (a–f)
the fine and (g–l) the coarse modes: V0 (Figures 10a and 10g), reff (Figures 10b and 10h), veff (Figures 10c and 10i), mr
(Figures 10d and 10j), mi (Figures 10e and 10k), and ωA (Figures 10f and 10l). Two subpanels in each panel indicate
observations in the scenarios I1 and P1, respectively. Simulations are for solar zenith angle of 55°. The x and y axes are
identical to those in Figure 9. Relative uncertainties are shown for V0, reff, and veff, while absolute errors are shown for mr,
mi, and ωA. Retrieval errors for mr, mi, and ωA are averaged values over the four spectral bands.
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enable retrievals of equivalent accuracy in a lower aerosol loading. For example, the retrieval accuracy of 10% for
the V0 and reff and 30% for the veff in the finemode requires τ440 to be larger than 0.3 for inversion in the scenario
I1 (Figures 10a–10c). In contrast, inversion in the scenario P1 can easily ensure retrievals of the same accuracy
when τ440 is 0.1. For the fine-mode mr retrieval, an accuracy of 0.04 requires τ440> 0.4 for the inversion I1 but
τ440> 0.2 for the inversion P1 (Figure 10d). Moreover, the radiance-only inversion is unable to achieve
bimodal retrievals of mi and ωA under any circumstance, because AE> 1.5 is necessary for retrieving the
fine-mode ωA (Figure 10f); meanwhile, AE< 1.1 is required for its coarse-mode retrieval (Figure 10l). This
agrees with Dubovik et al. [2000] in that the retrieval of refractive indices for both fine and coarse mode is
essentially nonunique due to limited information in the AERONET (radiance-only) observations. In contrast,
observations in the scenario P1 can allow bimodal retrievals of the mi and ωA when 0.7<AE> 1.6 and
τ440> 0.2 (Figures 10f and 10l). Therefore, our retrieval algorithm [Xu et al., 2015] using observations of
scenario P1 is designed to retrieve bimodal refractive indices when τ440 and AE reach these criteria. In
aerosol conditions beyond the criteria, bimodal PSD along with a monomodal refractive index will be
retrieved by assuming that the refractive index is independent of the aerosol mode.

6. Conclusion

In an effort to improve the AERONET inversion by including additional polarization measurements, this study
examines the potential microphysical aerosol information contained in the AERONET photopolarimetric
observations. We have focused our analysis on how the addition of polarization measurements impacts
the retrieval accuracy for the aerosol particle size distribution (PSD), spectral refractive index, and single-
scattering albedo ωA. A numerical testbed has been constructed to generate the synthetic AERONET
radiance and degree of linear polarization (DOLP) over 440, 675, 870, and 1020 nm. We considered four
scenarios of observations that do or do not include the DOLP for the inversion, i.e., (I1) direct Sun AOD and
almucantar sky radiances, (I2) observations in the scenario I1 with additional radiance measurements in
the solar principal plane, (P1) observations in the scenario I2 plus polarization measurements in the solar
principal plane, and (P2) observations in the scenario I1 plus almucantar polarization. Measurements in the
scenario I1 are those used in current AERONET inversion algorithm and thus represent a control
experiment. For each observation scenario, we also considered three types of spherical aerosol particles to
represent general aerosol climatology. The Bayesian statistical approach then was applied to relate
information contained in those synthetic data and retrieval errors in aerosol physical parameters to the
instrumental as well as the a priori characteristics. Then the error-normalized Jacobian, degree of freedom
for signal (DFS), and the a posteriori error in each individual retrieved parameter were presented as
functions of solar zenith angle for these observation scenarios.

The results show a remarkable increase in information by adding additional polarization and/or radiances
into the inversion. Overall, observations in the scenario P1 yield the highest DFS, which is larger than that

Table 5. Required Aerosol Conditions (τ440 and AE) to Achieve Anticipated Retrieval Accuracy h ∈ i for Observations in
Scenarios I1 and P1a

Aerosol Parameters h ∈ i
Obs. Scenario I1 Obs. Scenario P1

τ440 AE τ440 AE

V Fine 10% >0.3 >1.5 All All
Coarse 10% <1.3 <2.2 All All

reff Fine 5% >0.3 >1.3 All All
Coarse 10% All <2.0 All <2.2

veff Fine 20% >0.3 >1.5 All All
Coarse 30% All <1.8 All <2.2

mr Fine 0.02 >0.4 >1.0 All All
Coarse 0.04 All <1.0 All <1.8

ωA Fine 0.04 >0.6 >1.5 >0.2 >0.7
Coarse 0.08 >0.2 <1.1 All <1.6

a“All” indicates conditions 0.1< τ440< 2.0 and 0.35<AE< 2.3. Bold entries indicate conditions that cannot allow
bimodal retrievals. AE is reported for wavelengths of 870 nm and 1020 nm.
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in the scenario I1 by 2–5 for all defined aerosol types. This can be understood as polarization measurements
in the solar principal plane, in comparing with sky radiances in solar almucantar, have complementary
sensitivities with respect to retrieved aerosol parameters. Also, measurements in the principal plane allow
a wider range of scattering angles and supplies more information on aerosol backscattering. In scenario
P2, adding polarization in the solar almucantar offers an increase of approximately two pieces of
information with DFS values slightly below those in scenario I2. We also note that the DFS increases with
increasing solar zenith angle for all cases, resulting from more information contained in observations of a
wider range of scattering angle.

We also analyzed the DFS components and the a posteriori uncertainty for each individual retrieved parameter.
As expected, the smallest retrieval errors were always found in the scenario P1: 2.3% (2.9%) for the volume
concentration, 1.3% (3.5%) and 7.2% (12%) for the effective radius and effective variance, 0.005 (0.035) for
the real part of refractive index, and 0.019 (0.068) for the single-scattering albedo in the fine (coarse) mode.
These values represent an error reduction from the scenario I1 of 79% (57%), 76% (49%), 69% (52%), 66%
(46%), and 49% (20%), respectively. Uncertainties in retrieved parameters averaged among these three
aerosol types are summarized in Table 4 for each observation scenario. While agreeing with previous studies
[Chowdhary et al., 2001; Waquet et al., 2009; Mishchenko et al., 2007; Hasekamp and Landgraf, 2005] in that
polarimetric retrieval can significantly improve the retrieval accuracy over the radiance-only retrieval, the
retrieval uncertainties for the P1 scenario in this theoretical study are smaller than those past results. This
indicates that the accurate retrieval with AERONET photopolarimetric measurements can allow us to retrieve
more aerosol properties with the accuracy needed for long-term monitoring of the direct an indirect aerosol
forcing of climate and for validating aerosol retrievals from space polarimetric remote sensing.

Seeking to answer under what conditions the inversions can achieve a mode-resolved aerosol refractive index
and ωA, we further investigated how the AOD (τ440) and fine/coarse modal domination (in terms of Ångström
exponent, or AE) influence the retrieving accuracy from observations in the scenarios I1 and P1. We found that
adding principal plane polarization measurements can increase the DFS by up to ~5 in cases dominated by
coarse-mode particles (fmf < 0.5), in which the radiance-only inversion usually yields larger retrieval
uncertainty for fine-mode aerosol. As a consequence, these photopolarimetric observations can enable
accurate retrievals in a lower aerosol loading when the τ440 is 0.1, except for the fine-mode mr retrieval that
requires τ440> 0.2. The analysis also agrees with Dubovik et al. [2000] in that the radiance-only inversion is
unable to resolve bimodal mi and ωA under any circumstance. However, observations in the scenario P1 can
allow bimodal retrievals of mi and ωA when 0.7 < AE < 1.6. Such criteria can guide us in the practical
retrieval algorithm to determine whether a monomodal or bimodal retrieval of the aerosol refractive index
and ωA is possible. In aerosol conditions beyond the criteria, bimodal PSD along with the mode-independent
refractive index will be retrieved.

Finally, it should be noted that in our analysis the aerosol particles in each mode are assumed to be
polydisperse homogeneous spheres. Although the linearized T-matrix code has been implemented in the
forward model (UNL-VRTM), the simulation of scattering properties for large nonspherical particles (for
example, spheroids) is still subject to computational limitations. It has been shown by Dubovik et al. [2006]
and Deuzé et al. [2001] that information content in the polarimetric retrieval of refractive index for the
coarse mode, especially nonspherical particles, is limited. Therefore, the results of our analysis are only
applicable to spherical aerosol particles; the information content and retrieval accuracy may be degraded
for nonspherical coarse aerosol type. Our future efforts will implement nonspherical treatment in order to
more realistically represent mineral dust aerosols.
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